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Abstract—Clinical protocols are a popular instrument to doc-
ument how clinicians are expected to behave under specific
conditions. Protocols are typically based on internationally peer
reviewed clinical guidelines as well as on hospital-local agree-
ments. Existing techniques for monitoring protocol adherence
only support protocol descriptions involving simple sequences
and local decision rules. As care and cure processes are becoming
increasingly complex, the need for more advanced techniques
naturally emerges. In this paper we present a novel approach
to defining and monitoring complex clinical protocols. By using
BPMN to document protocols we enable the concise specification
of protocols that involve multiple stakeholders that operate in
parallel and under uncertainty. Uncertainty relates to the fact
that protocols may involve complex loops and choices. While
this specification style was becoming increasingly popular in the
literature and practice of hospital management and operations
management in general, corresponding conformance analysis
techniques were still lacking. This paper contributes the first
such technique and evaluate it on a complex compliance pattern
from the cardiology domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clinical Guidelines (CGs) are, “work consisting of a set
of directions or principles to assist the health care practition-
ers with patient care decisions about appropriate diagnostic,
therapeutic, or other clinical procedures for specific clinical
circumstances” [1]. Although clinical guidelines are regarded
as best practices for clinicians [2], clinician activities are
not always compliant with guideline recommendations [3].
To check whether real clinical behaviour is compliant to the
directions or principles is of great importance in the context
of patient safety and quality control in general.

The medical literature has shown that there have only been
limited efforts to evaluate the use and impact of guidelines
in clinical practice [4]. And there is a consensus that (1)
paper-based guidelines are often cumbersome to read, (2)
younger clinicians are usually not familiar with them [5],
and (3) overall guideline conformance levels are not very
high. Computer-based decision support systems (e.g., reminder
systems) have emerged to improve clinician performance by
increasing guideline compliance. The idea is to deliver timely

advice which is relevant in a specific context [6]. Still, there
is an unanswered need to analyze guideline conformance con-
tinuously and also to provide feedback where appropriate [7].

The New England Healthcare Institute (NEHI) concludes
from a literature review, a nationwide physician interview
and an expert panel that IT systems “should allow physi-
cians to generate reports on their practice, enabling them
to monitor their own adherence relative to that of similarly
situated physicians” [8]. This paper provides novel support for
analyzing where a specific patient case deviates from an agreed
clinical principles. The NEHI study also acknowledges results
from other studies that emphasize the need for IT systems to
allow physicians to override IT system recommendations. In
this paper we do not argue against ??? that but emphasize
that a computerized analysis of systematic practice deviations
can help to improve recommendation systems or even the
guidelines upon which they are based.

Sucher et al. explicitly separate the level of (evidence-
based) CGs from local adaptations/refinements thereof [9]. The
refined rules are called Clinical Protocols (CPs). We adopt
the same terminology to emphasize that particularly those
hospitals that are moving towards computerized decision sup-
port have also defined rules that constrain physician behaviour
even more than a clinical guideline does. The technique from
this paper can be used for CGs as well as CPs but excels
in constraining situations that involve multiple concurrent
activities and decision points. For conciseness, we just use
the terminology Clinical Protocols (CPs) in this paper.

Conformance checking is typically studied in the field of
Business Process Management (BPM). The academic literature
on BPM describes two basic types: “(1) forward compliance
checking aims to design and implement processes where
conformant behavior is enforced and (2) backward compli-
ance checking aims to detect and localize non-conformant
behavior” [10]. Backward checks are designed to compare
prescribed behavior (e.g., a process model or a set of rules)
with observed behavior (e.g., audit trails, workflow logs,
transaction logs, message logs, and databases). Checking



conformance between CPs and observed behaviour classifies
as backward compliance checking, and so it defines more
specifically the research area of this paper. Within that area,
research has long focused on efficiently deciding whether
or not a specific case conforms to a compliance rule. For
example, [11] demonstrate how Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
can be used for this purpose. Recent work has advanced the
state-of-the-art by giving diagnostic information in the case of
non-conformance [10]. That work is based on classic Petri-
Nets, which are known not to support the natural specification
of advanced synchronization patterns such as the General
Synchronizing Merge [12]. In this paper, we use the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) rather than classic Petri-
Nets. BPMN 2.0 does support patterns such as the General
Synchronizing Merge. For long, BPMN was not suited for
conformance analysis due to its informal semantics but we
have overcome that issue by formalizing BPMN 2.0 in recent
previous work [13].

BPMN was designed to be comprehensible by both IT
specialists and professionals [14]. Unlike GLIF and other
healthcare specific languages, it is industry domain agnostic.
Various other authors treat BPMN as a cost efficient, rational,
standardized, intuitive and flexible instrument for modeling
healthcare processes [15]–[17]. Therefore, the popularity of
the language and its lack for conformance analysis support al-
ready motivates our work from the practical side. Additionally,
we consider the increased expressiveness of BPMN compared
to classic Petri-Nets as a nice opportunity to advance the
state-of-the-art on conformance analysis from the theoretical
perspective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II explains background knowledge about clinical guide-
lines conformance monitoring and BPMN 2.0 semantics. In
section III we propose A* based log replay technique can be
used in BPMN for conformance check. Section IV illustrates
examples of checking conformance between event logs and
CPs patterns in advanced BPMN synchronizations. Finally,
section V discusses and concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In industries such as avionics, banking and manufacturing,
organizations continuously check whether business processes
are executed within the boundaries set by managers, gov-
ernments, and other stakeholders. When only using perfor-
mance indicators to analyze clinical practice (e.g., analyzing
the access time to a radiology image), one gets a view of
process performance that is too limited to individual tasks or
individual resources [7]. Recent work is based on compliance
rules that involve multiple activities that can involve multiple
stakeholders that operate in parallel, under uncertainty [10].
Such work is based on five key activities: (1) compliance rule
elicitation, (2) compliance rule formalization, (3) compliance
rule implementation, (4) compliance rule checking and (5)
compliance improvement. In our work, rules are elicited from
CPs. By formalizing compliance rules in BPMN 2.0 we can
express compliance patterns that were not yet supported by

the state-of-the-art. The rule execution engine is based on
our previous work [13]. Also, A* based algorithms have
already proven to be useful in the context of Petri-Net based
conformance checking [10], [18]. It is the combination of both
previous works that enables the analysis of new compliance
patterns. This provides a novel basis for achieving practical
improvements in a clinical setting.

In order to make this paper self-contained, we first provide
a basic concepts for conformance analysis. Then, we clarify
the previous works on BPMN and A* that we have used for
building our technical contribution.

A. Event Logs and Process Models

In this paper, we use a process model to represent a
compliance rule. A process can be defined as a set of actions or
activities that happen over time, but which are related to each
other by a common goal [19]. More and more organizations
use Information Technology (IT) systems (including Hospital
Information Systems) to support their business processes in
some form, these IT systems leave their “footprints”, recording
what happened when. These footprints are called event logs
and they are usually stored in data bases or in log files.

An event log contains many cases. Each case is described
by a trace. Each trace describes the life-cycle of a particular
case (i.e., a process instance) as a sequence of events. An
event often refers to the activity executed. From a formal
point of view AL denotes the set of activities that may
be recorded in the log. A∗L denotes the multi-set over AL.
σ ∈ A∗L is a trace, i.e., a sequence of activities. L ∈ B (A∗L)
is an event log, i.e., a multi-set of traces. For example,
L = [acdeh, acdeh, abdeg] is an event log with three cases,
two of which follow the same trace. However, event logs may
store additional information about events [18]. For example,
many process mining techniques use extra information such
as the resource (i.e., person or device) executing or initiating
the activity, the timestamps of the event, or data elements
recorded with the event (e.g., the size of an order). Taking an
example (preparedecision; start; John; gold; 50euro) ∈ σL
may refer to an event describing the “start” of activity “prepare
decision” by “John” for a “gold” customer claiming “50 euro”.
Most organizations document their processes in some form,
for example, to comply with regulations or for certification
purposes.

A process model M = (S, SI , SF , AM , T ) is a transition
system over a set of activities AM with states S, initial states
SI ⊂ S, final states SF ⊂ S, and transitions T ⊂ S ×AM ×
S [20]. The transition system starts in a state in SI and moves
from one state to another according to the transition relation
T , e.g., (s1, a, s2) ∈ T means that in state s1 the transition
system can move to state s2 while producing an event labeled
a. Eventually, a final state in SF should be reached in order
to complete.

B. Modeling and Analyzing Processes via BPMN 2.0

The aforementioned approach for conformance analysis
based on Petri-Nets is using the so-called classic variant of



Fig. 1. BPMN model

Petri-Nets. This implies that the process models that are used
to encode the compliance patterns can only leverage one type
of activity modeling construct (referred to as places) and one
type of event modeling construct (referred to as transitions).

The advantage of this simplicity is that it is very easy to
formalize the Petri-Net semantics. The disadvantage is that the
usability of the formalism is limited. Conversely, BPMN 2.0
provides a rich pallet of modeling constructs. Therefore, the
language is considered very usable by practitioners. At the
same time, the more advanced modeling constructs have not
been formalized for long (such that conformance analysis was
not possible in the first place).

Fig.1 shows an example process model in BPMN 2.0. For
this example, M = ({s1, s2, s3, s4}, {s1},{s4},{a, b, c, d},
{(s1, a, s2), (s2, b, s3), (s3, c, s4), (s3, d, s4)}). s1,s2,s3 and s4
mean the states: “before execution of task a”, “after task a but
before execution of task b”, “after task b but before execution
of task c and d” and “after execution of task c or d”. AM =
{a, b, c, d} is the set of activities of model M . A∗M is the multi-
set over AM . β(M) ⊂ A∗M is the set of all full execution
sequences, i.e., possible traces starting in a state in SI = {s1}
and ending in a state in SF = {s4}. In this case, β(M) =
{abc, abd}.

In our previous work we have formalized the semantics
of the majority of the BPMN 2.0 modeling constructs [13].
Amongst others, the formalization enables the computation of
a so-called statespace from a process model. A statespace is a
formal encoding of all possible execution traces of the model.
More specifically, a statespace is a directed graph where each
node represents a valid execution state and where an arc
denotes that the model allows moving from the source state
to the target state. Each path from the source node Nodes
to a leaf node Nodel therefore represents a fully conforming
process execution (i.e., a valid sequence of execution states).
Nodes is the node in the statespace that does not have
incoming arcs. A leaf node Nodel is a node without outgoing
arcs. Fig.2 shows the statespace which is generated after
the execution of the simple model from Fig.1. The example
statespace shows that for any execution of M , events a and
subsequently b should occur first. Then, either c or d can occur
but they should not have happened together throughout one
execution.

Statespaces can be generated automatically for complex

Fig. 2. Generated Simple Statespace

BPMN 2.0 models, involving (even unstructured) combina-
tions of advanced constructs such as the BPMN 2.0 inclusive
OR join (which realizes the aforementioned General Synchro-
nizing Merge pattern), subprocess nodes, compensation activi-
ties, termination events, etc [13]. Such advanced constructs are
relevant for describing compliance requirements that involve
complex synchronization rules for clinical events. The BPMN
models are allowed to be unstructured in the sense that (1)
the number of branches per split or join construct is arbitrary
(as opposed to approaches that support for example only OR
joins with two branches) and that (2) the formalization does
not require the strict pairing of split and join constructs (as
opposed to approaches that support for example only the strict
closing of an OR split by exactly one OR join). In the section
IV, we present an example that demonstrates these strengths.

C. Aligning Event Logs and Process Model

In this section, we explain the notion of alignment to relate
observed and modeled behavior. Such an alignment shows how
the event log can be replayed on the process model [20].
It is assumed that the relationship between the activities in
the model and events in the log is known, i.e., the names of
activities in the model can be matched to the names of the
events in the log. In the following, we summarize the already
known theory in a way applicable to multiple process modeling
languages (Petri-Nets, BPMN and others).

To establish an alignment between modeled behavior
(namely statespace in this paper) and event log we need to
relate “moves” in the log to “moves” in the model. Essentially,
a “move” in the log means traversing to the next event. For
convenience, we introduce the set A⊥L = AL ∪ {⊥} where
x ∈ AL refers to “move x in log” and ⊥ refers to “no move
in log”. A “move” in the model means one step going further
on one of the path of the statespace. Similarly, we use the
set A⊥M = AM ∪ {⊥} where y ∈ AM refers to “move y in
model” and ⊥ refers to “no move in model”. AM is the set
of the names of the activities in the model. For the example
given in Fig.1, A⊥M = {a, b, c, d,⊥}. The move in the log can
be mimicked by the model if the name of the move in the log
is the same as the name of the move in the model. It may be
the case that some of the moves in the log cannot be mimicked
by the model and vice versa.

One step in an alignment is represented by a pair (x, y) ∈
A⊥L ×A⊥M and
• (x, y) is a move in log if x ∈ AL and y =⊥,



• (x, y) is a move in model if and x =⊥ and y ∈ AM ,
• (x, y) is a move in both if x ∈ AL and y ∈ AM ,
• (x, y) is an illegal move if x =⊥ and y =⊥.

ALM = {(x, y) ∈ A⊥L ×A⊥M |x ∈ AL ∨ y ∈ AM} is the set of
all legal moves.

Let σL ∈ L be a trace in event log L and let σM ∈ β(M)
be a full execution sequence of model M . An alignment of σL
and σM is a sequence γ ∈ A∗LM (A∗LM is the multi-set over

ALM ). Three examples of alignments are: γ1 =
a b c
a b c

, γ2 =
a e ⊥ c
a ⊥ b c

and γ3 =
a e c
a b c

. Note that

we represent the moves vertically, e.g. the first move of γ1
is (a, a) indicating that both the log and the model make a
move.

To qualify the quality of an alignment we introduce a
distance function δS . For each element (x, y) in the alignment
sequence, δ(x, y) is the cost of this element. For x ∈ AL

and y ∈ AM : δS(x,⊥) = 1 , δS(x, y) = 0 if x = y, and
δS(x, y) = ∞ if x 6= y. Using the distance function δS ,
δS(γ1) = δS(a, a) + δS(b, b) + δS(c, c) = 0. δS(γ2) = 2
and δS(γ3) = ∞. γ1 is the best alignment. So the alignment
relating observed and modeled behavior gives a basis to do
conformance analysis.

III. AN A*-BASED ALGORITHM FOR CHECKING BPMN
PATTERN CONFORMANCE

Now that we have explained the concepts for understanding
conformance analysis between event logs and processes. We
present the A*-based log replay technique for conformance
check between BPMN models and event logs. We use small
examples to illustrate the technique.

A* algorithm is for finding the shortest path between two
nodes in a directed graph. It has been published many times
and readers are referred to [21] for a description of the basic
algorithm. Various approaches based on the A* algorithm
to find the optimal alignment are presented in [18]. In this
paper, we use the A* algorithm to find the best alignment
between a statespace generated from execution of the BPMN
model and a trace, which is also called log replay technique.
In the A* problem domain, the shortest path between two
nodes is obtained through searching the search space graph.
Typically, the search space graph is known in advance, but in
our technique, it is constructed during replay. Essentially, we
are finding the shortest path between an initial node without
any alignments and a final node where the alignment between
the trace and a given statespace cost the least. The search space
graph is constructed during replay. Nodes in the search space
graph represent steps of the alignment of the given statespace
matching the subsequence of the trace or itself. Here we denote
the subsequence of the trace or itself as prefix for concision.
The path which is found is the optimal result alignment. Given
a trace σL = 〈a, e, c〉 to be replayed on a statespace in Fig.2,
we start by constructing the search space graph consisting of
only an empty step in an alignment (i.e. as indicated by the
start node in Fig.3). Based on the start step in an alignment, we

Fig. 3. Optimization of alignment

construct other steps in an alignment (i.e. the nodes in Fig.3) as
successors in the graph. We still use a pair (x, y) ∈ A⊥L ×A⊥M
indicating one step in an alignment. A successor is again an
alignment step such that:
• (x, y) is a move in both, i.e., the statespace has one more

marking than its predecessor and the prefix is extended
with a corresponding event, or

• (x, y) is a move in log, i.e., the statespace stays the same,
but the prefix contains one more event, or

• (x, y) is a move in model, i.e., the statespace has one
more marking but the prefix remains the same.

Starting from the start node, there are three branches to go,
(left) move in both (a, a) and cost is zero, (middle) move in log
(a,⊥) with cost 1 and (right) move (⊥, a) in model with cost
1. For each node, if there is a move in both, namely cost the
lowest, a new node is constructed with cost 0 as a successor.
Otherwise, for both move in log and move in model, the
technique separately construct two nodes as successors. Take
the third layer for instance, the leftmost node is move in both
(a, b) which cost infinitely as their names are not matched. In
such case, the technique expand both the middle node (e,⊥)
and rightmost node (⊥, b) which both cost 1. In Fig.3 node
marked yellow does not indicate real marking in statespace,
but it is to show dummy markings added corresponding to the
trace, i.e., ⊥. Similarly, the “X” in prefix means an added log



Algorithm 1 A* based log replay technique
1: procedure REPLAYTECHNIQUE(σ,M, TailMatchSet) .

a trace σ, a statespace M and a set of nodes
TailMatchSet with one artificial node

2: while TailMatchSet is not empty do
3: Let Tail ← TailMatchSet[1]
4: Delete Tail from TailMatchSet
5: Let e ← Tail.Entry’s next entry in σ
6: Let MarkingSet ← Tail.MarkingSet’s next

generation in M
7: if e is the end of the σ & MarkingSet is the end

of the M then
8: Add Tail to LeafMatches
9: end if

10: if e.Name ∈MarkingSet.Name then
11: Creat a new match mNode
12: mNode.Type← BothCorrect
13: mNode.Cost← Tail.Cost
14: Add mNode to the TailMatchSet
15: else
16: Creat two new matches mNode0 and mNode1
17: mNode0.T ype← FtaskCentry
18: mNode0.Cost← Tail.Cost+ 1
19: mNode1.T ype← CtaskFentry
20: mNode1.Cost← Tail.Cost+ 1
21: Add mNode0 and mNode1 to the

TailMatchSet
22: end if
23: end while
24: end procedure

entry corresponding to the statespace which can also be treated
as “skipped” activity from the model view. The condition of
stop is both the statespace and the log reach the end. The cost
of final node is the sum of branches from the start node to the
final node itself. Then the leaf node with the lowest cost is
selected as the path with the shortest path. On the path from
the start node to final node, each node on the path represents
an alignment step which are a move in both, a move in the log
and a move in the model. Note that at some markings, there are
more than one branches to go in the statespace graph. Hence
there may be more than one successor in the graph with a
move in the model.

We developed the algorithm show in Algorithm 1. Given
a trace σ and a statespace M , we compare the name of the
entries in the log with the corresponding marking set in one
of the generation of statespace. If the names are matched, we
create a new match node in the search space graph mNode
with cost the same as its parent. If not, we create two new
match nodes with increment 1 based on the parent cost for
each entry and marking pair. The output is a set of final nodes
LeafMatches where each node has no successors and a cost
associated as the sum of all nodes from start node which is
empty to the final node itself.

Here we choose “1” as increment since we treat all the

activities as equally important. The increment represent the
weights of activity and we can distinguish different activities
by assigning them different values to carry on more intelligent
analysis.

There are three kinds of alignment steps in the alignment.
Applied in practice, they have three meanings correspondingly:
matched activity in both log and model, added activity in log

and skipped activity in log. Take γ2 =
a e ⊥ c
a ⊥ b c

for

example,
a
a

indicates both log and model have an activity

named a.
e
⊥ indicates activity e appears in the log while

according to the model, it is not supposed to be there. So

activity e is an added activity. Similarly,
⊥
b

indicates activity

b is supposed to be in the log, according to the model, however,
it is not.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Given a CG/CP pattern, expressing it in BPMN language
and then with the statespace generated in [13], using A*-
based log replay technique, the results of compliance between
pattern and a trace shows not only whether it is compliant or
not but also shows where deviation happens. CPs represent
clinical algorithms that unfold over time by specifying the
ordering of tasks and activities [22]. The ordering of tasks in
a process model is also referred to in the literature as control-
flow, known as “workflow patterns” as well. A collection
of workflow patterns has been developed to analyze the
expressive power of languages. We use the workflow patterns
from [23] as a frame of reference to express the CPs patterns
here.

There are six classifications of work-flow patterns which are
basic control-flow, advanced branching and synchronization,
structural patterns, multiple instances, state-based, cancella-
tion and iteration patterns. Taking into account the clini-
cal situation, we focus on basic control-flow and advanced
branching and synchronization. Additionally, we didn’t include
the patterns involving complex join gateway and conditional
events which are not implemented in [13]. Totally, there
are 5 basic control-flow patterns and 4 advanced branching
and synchronization patterns. The descriptions are shown in
TABLE I. Note that, multi-choice and General Synchronizing
Merge are hard or cannot be represented by classic Petri
nets. In Fig.5, we specify control-flow examples in BPMN
for clinical protocols in the cardiology domain.

We filter of the traces of an event log before conformance
check. Let Ar and Ai be sets of activity names. Ar has the
names of activities which are involved in the compliance rule.
Ai includes the names which are not in the specification of
compliance rule but are the interest of users. Through filtering,
names of the events in the traces from Ar and Ai are retained.
Irrelevant events are omitted. Let σ1 =< a, p, q, e, c > be the
original trace and let compliance rule involve activity a and
c. e though is not in the rule but it is in the scope of user



TABLE I
CONTROL-FLOW PATTERNS

Pattern Name Pattern Description BPMN Syntax

Sequence An activity in a workflow process is enabled after the completion of a preceding activity in the
same process. [23]

Parallel Split The divergence of a branch into two or more parallel branches each of which execute concurrently.
[23]

Synchronization The convergence of two or more branches into a single subsequent branch such that the thread of
control is passed to the subsequent branch when all input branches have been enabled. [23]

Exclusive Choice
The divergence of a branch into two or more branches. When the incoming branch is enabled,
the thread of control is immediately passed to precisely one of the outgoing branches based on
the outcome of a logical expression associated with a branch. [23]

Simple Merge The convergence of two or more branches into a single subsequent branch. Each enablement of
an incoming branch results in the thread of control being passed to the subsequent branch. [23]

Multi-choice
The divergence of a branch into two or more branches such that when the incoming branch is
enabled, the thread of control is immediately passed to one or more of the outgoing branches
based on the outcome of distinct logical expressions associated with each of the branches. [23]

Structured Synchronizing
Merge

The convergence of two or more branches (which diverged earlier in the process at a uniquely
identifiable point) into a single subsequent branch such that the thread of control is passed to the
subsequent branch when each active incoming branch has been enabled. [23]

Multi-merge The convergence of two or more branches into a single subsequent branch. Each enablement of
an incoming branch results in the thread of control being passed to the subsequent branch. [23]

General Synchronizing
Merge

The convergence of two or more branches which diverged earlier in the process into a single
subsequent branch such that the thread of control is passed to the subsequent branch when either
(1) each active incoming branch has been enabled or (2) it is not possible that any branch that
has not yet been enabled will be enabled at any future time. [23]

Combination of
other gateways
and Inclusive Join
Gateway

interest. Therefore, after filtering, we obtain σ1=< a, e, c >.
In the examples below, we show the examples of analysis with
filtered traces.

A. Example of Advanced Synchronization

General Synchronizing Merge cannot be represented
by classic Petri nets [12] but it is useful in the clinical
domain. The following example in Fig.4 illustrates General
Synchronizing Merge. After a patient is admitted to cardiology
department, both Take Blood Test (by nurses) and
Give Anticoagulation are performed, which is based on
the CRCL value. Based on the result of Blood Test,
where INR is within range or not, it is decided whether
Stop the medicine anticoagulation is skipped. Then the
Determination of medicine for the next day is made by
the cardiologists. Note that Advice Stop Anticoagulation
can be either executed before the Determine the medicine
or not executed at all. For the example given, before the
Inclusive Join, the active incoming branches are either “Give
Fondaparimux” or “Give Enoxaparin” with or without “No”
branch, depending on whether “INR in range” (Condition for
Exclusive gateway) is true or not. Fig.6 shows the generated
statespace of General Synchronizing Merge Example which
records the execution paths of activities in model Fig.4.
Suppose σ1 = < Give FON,Blood Test, Advice Stop,
Deter Medic >, then the result of compliance check is: γ1 =

Give FON Blood Test Advice Stop Deter Medic
Give FON Blood Test Advice Stop Deter Medic

The upper row shows the event trace and the lower row shows

Fig. 4. Clinical Scenario

one of the paths from the generated statespace in Fig.6, i.e., <
Give FON,Blood Test, Advice Stop,Deter Medic >.

and σ2 = < Give FON,Blood Test,Deter Medic >
and the result is γ2 =:

Give FON Blood Test Deter Medic
Give FON Blood Test Deter Medic

It shows given the filtered traces σ1 and σ2 is compliant to
the clinical protocol given.
σ3 =< Give FON,Blood Test,Deter Medic,

Advice Stop > and the result is γ3 =:

Give FON Blood Test Deter Medic Advice Stop
Give FON Blood Test Deter Medic ⊥



Fig. 5. Control-flow Pattern Examples in BPMN

Fig. 6. Generated Statespace of General Synchronizing Merge Example

It shows that the specified rule given is violated as the
activity Advice Stop is present in the log while it is assumed
not according to the model.

B. Evaluation

For validation, we also test other cases as listed in TABLE
II and we manually check the correctness of these results. We
observed that this method is reliable and that the number of
branches per split or join construct is arbitrary and that the for-
malization does not require the strict pairing of split and join
constructs. This demonstrates the advantages of using BPMN
conformance checking over other pattern formalizations, such
as classic Petri Nets.

V. CONCLUSION

While clinical protocols are becoming increasingly popular
to hospital management and clinicians are expected to behave

under clinical protocols, corresponding conformance analy-
sis techniques are still lacking. This paper enables concise
specification by using BPMN to document clinical protocol
constraints in the healthcare domain. It involves not only basic
control-flow patterns but also advanced synchronizations. This
paper presents conformance analysis techniques in BPMN
firstly, which facilitates conformance monitoring and analysis
on advanced semantic patterns and evaluates them on complex
conformance patterns from the cardiology domain. We show
that General Synchronizing Merge can be specified by BPMN
and that a state of art conformance check technique can be
applied to it.

A* based log replay method can assign different weights
to different activities according to the importance for further
analysis. Though non-conformant behavior is not encouraged
in clinical domain, some “violations” can have a perfect
clinical reason and explanation. Violation of the rule does
not necessarily mean harm to the patient. On the contrary,
sometimes deviation from the rule is required to keep the
patient safe. Analysis of conformance using A* based algo-
rithm to detect where deviations happen will help to figure
out the reason behind it and to optimize the clinical protocols.
Work in [13] support more than the semantics we mentioned
in this paper such as subprocess and compensation. Further
more, there are other dimensions to model compliance rules,
for instance, data-flow dimension, organization perspective and
time-related perspective [10]. Future work aims at extending
the compliance rules for other dimensions to model patterns
in the clinical domain.
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TABLE II
TEST CASES OF CONFORMANCE CHECK

Basic control-flow Test case

Sequence

Three tasks in one sequence pattern vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Four tasks in one sequence pattern vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Parallel Split

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Synchronization

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Exclusive Choice

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Simple Merge

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Multi-choice

Two branches with four tasks vs. 10 event entries
in one trace
Three branches with five tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Structured
Synchronizing
Merge

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

Multi-merge

Two branches with three tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace
Three branches with four tasks vs. 10 event
entries in one trace

General Synchro-
nizing Merge

Two branches with five tasks vs. 10 event entries
in one trace

to these results has received funding from the Brain Bridge
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